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Abstract. The growing role of data-driven approaches to scientific discovery has unveiled a large class of models
that involve latent transformations with a rigid algebraic constraint. Three-dimensional molecule
reconstruction in Cryo-Electron Microscopy (cryo-EM) is a central problem in this class. Despite
decades of algorithmic and software development, there is still little theoretical understanding of
the sample complexity of this problem, that is, the number of images required for three-dimensional
reconstruction. Here we consider multireference alignment (MRA), a simple model that captures
fundamental aspects of the statistical and algorithmic challenges arising in cryo-EM and related
problems. In MRA, an unknown signal is subject to two types of corruption: a latent cyclic shift
and the more traditional additive white noise. The goal is to recover the signal at a certain precision
from independent samples. While at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) the number of observations
needed to recover a generic signal is proportional to 1/SNR, we prove that it rises to a surprising
1/SNR3 in the low SNR regime. This precise phenomenon was observed empirically more than 20
years ago for cryo-EM but has remained unexplained to date. Furthermore, our techniques can easily
be extended to the heterogeneous MRA model where the samples come from a mixture of signals, as
is often the case in applications such as cryo-EM, where molecules may have different conformations.
This provides a first step towards a statistical theory for heterogeneous cryo-EM.
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1. Introduction. Sample complexity is a concept at the cornerstone of statistics and machine learning with far reaching implications for experimental design and data collection strate\ast 
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gies, ranging from polling voters for election prediction to training speech recognition systems.
Loosely speaking, the sample complexity is the number of measurements needed to estimate
model parameters at a prescribed accuracy. Perhaps the most fundamental question associated to sample complexity is its scaling with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
problem at hand. This question is of prime importance, especially in modern problems arising
in data-driven science, which often feature very low SNR.
In many traditional models, the sample complexity scales as 1/SNR, but it is significantly
more difficult to establish analogous results for more complex models, such as those which
feature latent variables in order to account for heterogeneity in the data. In this paper, we
examine the sample complexity of complex models in which the signal undergoes two types
of corruption: a latent linear transformation and noise addition. Of particular interest in
applications are linear transformations that correspond to a group action. For example, in
estimating a two-dimensional image from multiple arbitrarily rotated noisy copies, every measurement corresponds to an unknown element of the group of planar rotations SO(2) that
acts linearly on the data. Another example is the reconstruction problem in Cryo-Electron
Microscopy (cryo-EM) [16], a fundamental imaging technique that won the 2017 Nobel Prize
in Chemistry. In cryo-EM, the goal is to estimate the three-dimensional structure of a molecule from many two-dimensional noisy tomographic projection images taken at unknown
viewing angles. Here, to every projection image there corresponds an unknown element of
the three-dimensional rotation group SO(3) and the linear transformation is a composition
of a tomographic projection in a fixed direction with the group action of rotating the molecular structure (we ignore possible in-plane translations and other imaging effects). Other
estimation problems of a similar nature arise in many other scientific and engineering disciplines, such as structure from motion (SfM) in computer vision [3], simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM) in robotics [28], X-ray free electron lasers (XFEL) in structural biology [12, 17], crystalline simulations [34], and shape matching and image registration and
alignment problems arising in geology, medicine, and paleontology, to name a few [14, 15, 31].
Multireference alignment (MRA) [6] is one of the simplest models that is able to capture
fundamental aspects of this class of problems, rendering it ideal for theoretical study. In this
model, one observes n independent data points y1 , . . . , yn given by
(1.1)

yi = R\ell i \theta  + \sigma \xi i ,

where R\ell i is a cyclic shift
\bigl(  by an unknown number \ell i of coordinates: the jth coordinate of
d
R\ell i \theta  \in  \BbbR  is given by R\ell i \theta )j = \theta j+\ell i (\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} d) . We assume isotropic Gaussian noise \xi i \sim 
\scrN  (0, Id ) i.i.d. and independent of \ell 1 , . . . , \ell n . We make no assumptions on the shifts \ell 1 , . . . , \ell n .
However, we can always reduce to the case where \ell 1 , . . . , \ell n are drawn i.i.d. uniformly from
[d]: indeed, if we let \ell \prime 1 , . . . , \ell \prime n be i.i.d. uniform from [d] and independent of all other random
variables, the sums \ell i + \ell \prime i (mod d) for i = 1, . . . , n are i.i.d. uniform in [d]. Since the Gaussian
distribution is invariant under cyclic shifts, we can therefore replace the observation yi by
R\ell \prime i yi = R\ell \prime i +\ell i \theta  + \sigma R\ell \prime i \xi i and reduce to the MRA model where the shifts are assumed to be
uniform. We therefore focus on this case for simplicity and generality. The goal is to estimate
the unknown vector \theta  \in  \BbbR d .
The MRA model is illustrated in Figure 1. We refer to \| \theta \| 22 /\sigma  2 as the SNR; without loss
of generality, we assume in what follows that \| \theta \| 2 = 1, implying SNR = 1/\sigma  2 . The latent
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Figure 1. Instances of the MRA problem at low (\sigma  \approx  .5, left column) and high (\sigma  \approx  3, right column) noise
levels. We plot the values of a vector in \BbbR d for d = 100. Randomly shifted copies of a smoothed version of the
underlying signal (\theta ) appear in gray, and a smoothed version of the noisy observation (y) appears in red. When
the noise level is low, salient features of the signal are still visible despite the noise; in the presence of large
noise, however, the signals cannot reliably be aligned. We establish the optimal sample complexity of the large
noise problem.

transformations R\ell  in MRA correspond to the action of the cyclic group \BbbZ /d\BbbZ  on real-valued
signals of length d. The simplicity of MRA in the class of problems mentioned earlier stems
from the following facts: (i) the group \BbbZ /d\BbbZ  is finite (has exactly d elements) and commutative
(i.e., R\ell  Rm = Rm R\ell  for all \ell , m), and (ii) no further linear operation (such as projection as
in cryo-EM) is involved.
In this paper, we study the sample complexity of MRA, that is, the number of observations
needed to recover a generic signal with a given accuracy as a function of the SNR. Our results
reveal a striking difference between the high and low SNR regimes. On the one hand, the
picture at high SNR is fairly standard in signal processing: the sample complexity scales
proportional to 1/SNR. On the other hand, using information-theoretic arguments, we show
that the presence of the latent cyclic shifts has a profound effect on the sample complexity at
low SNR, where the optimal sample complexity becomes proportional to 1/SNR3 . 20 years
ago, in a seminal paper by Sigworth [32] that introduced maximum-likelihood estimation to
the cryo-EM field, an analogous phenomenon was empirically observed (without theoretical
explanation) in two-dimensional MRA (Figure 2), where the group of transformations are
planar rigid motions. Our results shed light on the fundamental reasons behind this behavior
of the sample complexity.
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By establishing the correct sample complexity for the MRA model, this work represents
the first step towards determining the sample complexity of the reconstruction problem in
cryo-EM and other applications involving more complicated group actions. In fact, we complement our results on MRA by showing that a simple extension of our algorithm applies to
the heterogeneous case where \theta  in (1.1) is randomly drawn from a finite family of linearly
independent vectors. Using ideas initiated in the present paper, a follow-up work [5] has
confirmed that similar phenomena arise for molecule reconstruction in cryo-EM, albeit in a
slightly weaker sense than the one presented in this paper.
2. Overview. In this section, we give an overview of our contributions and how they fit
in the existing literature.
2.1. Existing methods. The difficulty of the MRA problem resides in the fact that both
the signal \theta  \in  \BbbR d and the shifts \ell 1 , . . . , \ell n \in  \BbbZ d are unknown. If the shifts were known, one
could easily estimate \theta  by taking the average of R\ell  - 1
yi , i = 1, . . . , n. In fact, this simple
i
observation is the basis of the so-called synchronization approach [33, 6, 7]: first estimate the
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shifts by \ell \~1 , . . . , \ell \~n \in  \BbbZ d and then estimate \theta  by averaging the R\ell  - 1
\~i yi 's. While the synchronization approach can be employed at high SNR, it is limited by the fact that at low SNR,
even alignment of observations to the true signal yields inaccurate shift estimates [4].
Instead, we take a different approach that exploits the connection between MRA and
Gaussian mixture models. This connection is based on the fact that in MRA the data y is
distributed according to a uniform mixture of Gaussians whose centers are the rotated vectors
R1 \theta , . . . , Rd \theta . To analyze MRA, we therefore rely on techniques from the Gaussian mixture
model literature. One insight from this literature, which is crucial to our work, is that there
are two separate estimation problems that can be posed for Gaussian mixture models. The
first is clustering, in which the goal is to assign a label to each datapoint corresponding to the
Gaussian from which it was drawn. The second is parameter estimation, in which the goal
is simply to learn the Gaussians themselves, i.e., to identify the mean vectors and covariance
matrices of each Gaussian component, without necessarily assigning a label to each point.
Previous theoretical work on MRA has focused on the first task, which forms the basis for
the synchronization approach. By contrast, our approach is based on the second task: we
seek only to estimate the underlying parameters of the mixture, as they correspond to the
underlying signal of interest. This connection also motivates our theoretical approach: we
develop an approach based on the method of moments, which was introduced in Pearson's
seminal paper on Gaussian mixture models [27] and has recently led to efficient estimators
with provably optimal guarantees [26].
2.2. The method of invariants. In this work, we develop a new approach to MRA based
on the method of moments. This method focuses on the tensors T (r) (\theta ) defined by
d

(2.1)

T

(r)

1 \sum 
(\theta ) :=
(R\ell  \theta )\otimes r .
d
\ell =1

These tensors are precisely the moments of the uniform distribution over the set of vectors
\{ R1 \theta , . . . , Rd \theta \} . We first establish that the parameter \theta  can be identified by the moment
tensors \{ T (r) (\theta )\} r\geq 1 . We then show that we can estimate the moment tensors accurately
enough to recover the original signal.
The method of moments has an alternate interpretation in the context of MRA and
similar problems involving group actions. One striking fact is that the moment tensors in
MRA capture features of the signal that are invariant under cyclic shifts. For example, the
first moment tensor reduces to the entrywise mean of the signal (i.e., the vector in \BbbR d , each
of whose entries is the average value of \theta ), which is an example of an invariant feature: it
is clearly invariant under cyclic shifts of \theta  and, as we show below, can easily be estimated
consistently in the MRA model. More generally, each entry in the moment tensor T (r) (\theta ) is
an invariant polynomial in the coordinates of \theta , and these invariant polynomials can always
be estimated in the MRA model as long as \sigma  is known. We therefore call our approach the
method of invariants.
In what follows, we focus on the moment tensors T (r) (\theta ) for r \leq  3. Our core contribution
is to show that estimation on the basis of these first three moment tensors yields optimal
sample complexity as a function of the SNR for the MRA model. We stress, however, that
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the focus on moment tensors is not limited to MRA and that the method of invariants can be
used to obtain sample complexity bounds for a wide variety of similar models. In this work,
we specialize to MRA, since it provides perhaps the simplest nontrivial application of these
ideas.
To state our results, we recall the definition of the Fourier transform. Given a vector
\theta  \in  \BbbR d , we denote by \theta \^ its Fourier transform, that is, the vector with entries
d

1 \sum  2\pi i jk
\theta \^k =
e d \theta j .
d
j=1

This linear function which takes vectors to their Fourier transform extends naturally to a
linear function on tensors: given an order-r tensor T , we define its Fourier transform by
1
T\^a1 ,...,ar = r
d

\sum 

e2\pi i

a1 t1 +\cdot \cdot \cdot +ar tr
d

Tt1 ,...,tr .

1\leq t1 ,...,tr \leq d

The first three moment tensors in the MRA model correspond to quantities often studied
under different names in the signal processing literature. In addition to the first moment
tensor---which, as noted above, reduces to the entrywise mean of the signal---the second and
third moment tensors are also easy to describe in terms of \theta . The second moment tensor T2 (\theta )
corresponds to the autocorrelation of the signal \theta . The Fourier transform of this tensor yields
the power spectrum of \theta  (the square of the absolute value of the Fourier coefficients of the
signal), which is often used as an invariant feature in signal processing. Note that, in general,
this quantity does not carry enough information to allow for estimation of \theta , since it provides
only the magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients but not their phases.
The crucial object in the case of MRA is the third moment tensor. The Fourier transform
of this object is known as the bispectrum of the signal, given by
\scrB  (k1 , k2 ) = \theta \^k1 \theta \^k2 \theta \^ - k1  - k2 ,
where \theta \^ is the Fourier transform of \theta , k1 , k2 \in  [d], and the indices are taken modulo d. The
bispectrum was originally introduced in a statistical context [11, 36], and it is known [21] that
the bispectrum uniquely determines the signal \theta  up to cyclic shift whenever \theta \^k \not = 0 for all
k \in  [d]. We call such signals generic, since this property is satisfied for all \theta  \in  \BbbR d apart from
a set of measure zero. In other words, for generic signals, the moment tensors T1 (\theta ), T2 (\theta ),
and T (3) (\theta ) suffice to identify the true signal \theta . This fact has been exploited before to obtain
estimates for alignment problems [29, 18, 10].
Note that the sample average--based estimator for T (3) has a variance of order \sigma  6 /n when
\sigma  is large, since it is a cubic polynomial of noisy data. It suggests that in the low SNR regime,
any approach relying on the bispectrum requires at least order 1/SNR3 samples. Since this
dependency on SNR is very different from the 1/SNR sample complexity of many models,
bispectrum approaches seem highly suboptimal.
The main contribution of our work is to show that this number of samples is in fact a
fundamental requirement of the problem when the shifts are sampled from the uniform distribution, independent of the approach taken (following ideas developed in [8]): all estimators
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suffer from the same limitations, including the maximum-likelihood estimator (see Figure 2).
This shows that the latent cyclic transformations fundamentally change the difficulty of the
problem. A similar phenomenon has been demonstrated for a Boolean version of MRA [2].
To complement our lower bound, we also propose a simple algorithm based on the method
of moments capable of provably achieving the optimal 1/SNR3 sample complexity for generic
signals. While other algorithms employing the bispectrum exist in the literature [29, 18, 10],
ours has the virtue of acting directly to decompose the third moment tensor via a straightforward and principled approach. As we note below, this simple algorithm also extends to the
heterogeneous setting, for which no algorithms enjoyed theoretical guarantees prior to this
work.
2.3. Nongeneric signals. The bispectrum-based methods for the MRA problem we present work only for generic signals. In fact, nongeneric signals can exhibit significantly worse
behavior. Indeed, for nongeneric signals, it can be shown that no approach can succeed with
fewer than 1/SNRd samples. Nevertheless, this pessimistic scenario does not seem to be representative of signals encountered in practice. In fact, these signals that are hard to estimate
form a set of zero Lebesgue measure. See [8] for more details.
2.4. The heterogeneity problem. One of the main challenges in cryo-EM reconstruction
is the heterogeneity problem, where the noisy images one observes represent different threedimensional molecular structures. This problem arises often in practice, since even when a
sample is perfectly purified, many large organic molecules naturally adopt different shapes, or
conformations, depending on their environment and function. A single sample can therefore
include many different structures [30].
The MRA model can be extended to accommodate heterogeneity by assuming that in (1.1)
the vector \theta  \in  \BbbR d is also a latent variable drawn from a finite set of unknown vectors \scrC  =
\{ \theta (1) , . . . , \theta (K) \} . The goal here is to recover the set \scrC  up to a cyclic shift and the proportion
of each \theta (j) .
Our approach based on the method of invariants coupled with tensor decomposition techniques extends to the heterogeneous setup. It yields the first algorithm capable of provably
solving the heterogeneous MRA at arbitrarily low SNR, albeit at a potentially suboptimal
sample complexity of 1/SNR5 .
2.5. Connections to cryo-EM and XFEL. One of the main motivations to study the
MRA problem is that it serves as a simpler surrogate for cryo-EM. This paper indicates
potentially fruitful directions for future work. Our results offer theoretical support for the use
of invariant methods in cryo-EM, a proposal which dates back to Kam [22]. These methods
have also proven effective in XFEL structure determination [37, 13].
Our work serves as a first step towards a complete statistical theory of cryo-EM. In fact,
follow-up work to this paper has demonstrated that the method of invariants can be used
to characterize the sample complexity of more general models, including the reconstruction
problem for cryo-EM [5].
2.6. Notation. We use [d] to represent the set \{ 1, . . . , d\}  and Id to represent the d \times  d
identity matrix. The smallest and largest singular values of a matrix are denoted by \sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} and
\sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} , respectively. The symbol poly(\cdot ) refers to an unspecified polynomial with constant coef-
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ficients. Cd is used to refer to a constant that may depend on d but not on other parameters,
and it may refer to a different constant in different appearances throughout the text. The
expression f (n) = O(g(n)) means that there exists a constant C such that f (n) \leq  Cg(n) for
all n, and we write Od (g(n)) when the constant may depend on d. We write g(n) = \Omega (f (n))
when f (n) = O(g(n)).
3. Fundamental limitations. In this section, we establish the fundamental limits of MRA
and point to shortcomings of existing strategies to achieve optimal sample complexity.
3.1. Lower bounds for sample complexity. Since observations in the MRA model (1.1)
are invariant under a global cyclic shift, one may only identify \theta  up to such a global shift.
To account for this fact, it is natural to employ the following shift-invariant distance between
vectors \theta , \tau  \in  \BbbR d :
\rho (\theta , \tau  ) = min \| \theta   -  R\ell  \tau  \| 2 .
\ell \in \BbbZ d

As noted in section 1 above, by applying an independent and uniform random cyclic shift
to each observation, we can always reduce the MRA model to the case where \ell 1 , . . . , \ell n are
drawn i.i.d. uniformly from [d]. In this case, the distribution of y in (1.1) is a uniform mixture
of the d Gaussian distributions \scrN  (\theta , \sigma  2 Id ), . . . , \scrN  (Rd - 1 \theta , \sigma  2 Id ). If y is generated according to
this distribution, we call it a ``sample from MRA with signal \theta ."" The statistical properties of
this Gaussian mixture are analyzed in [8].
If \sigma  is small---that is, if the SNR is sufficiently large---then the signals can be aligned (for
example, via the synchronization approach [33]), and therefore \theta  can be estimated accurately
on the basis of n samples from MRA with signal \theta  as long as n \geq  C/SNR for some constant
C. This is the same dependence that would be expected in the absence of shifts. Strikingly,
the situation in the high-noise regime (when the SNR is low) is very different: estimation is
impossible unless n \geq  C/SNR3 for some constant C.
We recall that we call a signal generic if \theta \^k \not = 0 for all k \in  [d].
Theorem 3.1. Fix d > 2, \varepsilon  > 0 sufficiently small, and let \sigma  \geq  1. There exist a universal
constant C and a constant cd depending on d such that, for any estimator \theta \~ based on n samples
from (1.1), there exists with probability at least 1/4 a generic signal \theta  \in  \BbbR d with \| \theta \| 2 = 1 and
| \theta \^k |  \geq  cd > 0 for all k \in  [d], such that \rho (\theta \~, \theta ) \geq  \varepsilon  when n \leq  C\sigma  6 \varepsilon  - 2 .
In other words, if we require that our estimator \theta \~ satisfy \rho (\theta \~, \theta ) < \varepsilon  with probability close
to 1, then we must have n \geq  C\sigma  6 \varepsilon  - 2 . We prove this fact in Appendix A using the tight
information-theoretic bounds developed in [8], which are based on the method of invariants
and, in particular, on the observation given above that the second moment tensor does not
carry enough information about \theta  in general.
Theorem 3.1 holds in the ``high-noise regime"" when \sigma  \geq  1, and the synchronization approach [33] can be shown to succeed when \sigma  is sufficiently small. We leave the question of
exploring the boundary between these regimes---including the question of whether there exists
a sharp ``phase transition""---to future work.
3.2. The importance of high frequencies. As noted above, the sample complexity exhibited by the method of invariants, 1/SNR3 , is tight for generic signals. For nongeneric signals,
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Figure 3. Two signals whose Fourier transforms have almost full support (left column) and their corresponding low-pass versions (right column). Estimating either of the original signals is possible with Od (1/SNR3 )
samples. However, the same task for the low-pass versions requires \Omega (1/SNR4 ) samples; in fact, even distinguishing between the two options requires this number of samples. This illustrates the importance of high
frequencies in the MRA model.

while the method of invariants still yields optimal results (see [5]), the precise sample complexity depends on specific properties of the support of the Fourier transform of the original
signal. As we illustrate in this section, this dependence is often counterintuitive.
Some approaches to the alignment problem implicitly adopt a strategy of first estimating
low frequencies of a signal and then using this initial estimate to estimate higher frequencies
(see [9]). In other words, these strategies assume that estimating a low-pass version of a signal
is no harder than estimating the original signal.
Surprisingly, this is not the case in general, as the following example shows. (See Figure
3.) Let us take d \geq  14 congruent to 2 (mod 4) and \theta  \in  \BbbR d a signal whose Fourier transform
\theta \^ satisfies \theta \^1 = \theta \^ - 1 = 0 but
has full support. We show in Appendix B that
\bigl(  otherwise
\bigr) 
3
we can estimate \theta  with Od 1/SNR samples because \theta  can be uniquely recovered from its
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
bispectrum. Surprisingly, if we low-pass \theta  by setting \theta \^j = 0 for all | j|  > 4, then \Omega  1/SNR4
samples are needed. The difficulty in recovering the low-pass version arises from the following
simple observation: if \theta \^j = 0 for all j \in 
/ \{ \pm 2, \pm 3, \pm 4\} , then the only nonzero entry of the
bispectrum is \scrB (2, 2). This implies that the bispectrum carries
no \bigr) information about the
\bigl( 
phase of \theta \^(3) . As we show in Appendix B, this implies that \Omega  1/SNR4 samples are required.
4. Efficient recovery via tensor methods. Theorem 3.1 implies that the sample complexity of MRA for generic signals is at least 1/SNR3 in the low-SNR regime. In this section,
we describe how the method of invariants also yields an efficient algorithm that achieves this
optimal sample complexity, that is, it outputs an estimator \theta \~ of \theta  such that \rho (\theta \~, \theta ) \leq  \varepsilon  with
high probability whenever n \geq  Cd \sigma  6 \varepsilon  - 2 .
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Our approach uses the method of invariants by estimating invariant features in the third
moment tensor T (3) defined in (2.1). While other algorithms in the literature have also been
based on recovering the signal on the basis of the third moment tensor via iterative methods [29, 18, 10], we propose a simpler procedure which also yields stable recovery guarantees.
First, we estimate T (3) by the following empirical quantity:
n

d

1 \sum  \sum 
T\~n(3) =
((R\ell  yi )\otimes 3  -  3 sym(R\ell  yi \otimes  Id )),
dn

(4.1)

i=1 \ell =1

where
sym(A)a1 ,...,ar =

(4.2)

1 \sum 
A\pi (a1 ),...,\pi (ar ) .
r!
\pi \in \scrS r

Lemma 4.1. The estimator T\~(3) is an unbiased estimator of T (3) . Moreover, each entry of
(3)
T\~n has a variance of order \sigma  6 /n so long as \sigma  \geq  1.
Proof. If \xi i \sim  \scrN  (0, Id ), then both \BbbE [\xi i ] and \BbbE [\xi i\otimes 3 ] are zero. This implies that
d

d

d

\ell =1

\ell =1

\ell =1

1 \sum 
1 \sum 
1 \sum 
\BbbE [(R\ell  yi )\otimes 3 ] =
\BbbE [(R\ell  \theta  + \sigma \xi )\otimes 3 ] =
((R\ell  \theta )\otimes 3 + 3 sym((R\ell  \theta ) \otimes  Id )) ,
d
d
d
(3)

and so T\~n is an unbiased estimator of T (3) .
Each entry of yi is a Gaussian with variance \sigma  2 , and so the entries of sym(yi \otimes  Id ) have
variance of order \sigma  2 , and the entries of yi\otimes 3 have variance of order \sigma  6 ; the latter dominates
for \sigma  \geq  1. The claim follows.
Then we apply a basic decomposition technique, given in the next section, to the tensor
(3)
T\~n to find a vector \theta \~ such that
d

1 \sum 
(R\ell  \theta \~)\otimes 3 .
T\~n(3) \approx 
d
\ell =1

The vector \theta \~ then serves as our estimate of \theta .
4.1. Jennrich's algorithm for tensor decomposition. In this section, we detail a simple
decomposition algorithm for the third moment tensor, which in turn provides an efficient
algorithm that provably solves MRA for generic signals while achieving optimal sample complexity in terms of SNR. It involves the spectral decomposition of the tensor of empirical
third moments. Such decompositions have been long studied, and a sophisticated machinery
has been developed over the years; see [25, Chapter 3].
The specific algorithm that we use is a standard tensor decomposition algorithm known
as Jennrich's algorithm (proposed in [20] and credited to Robert Jennrich). The version
described below allows the recovery of vectors u1 , . . . , ur (up to simple transformations) from
a noisy version of the tensor
(4.3)

T =

r
\sum 
j=1

uj \otimes  uj \otimes  vj \in  \BbbR m\times m\times p ,
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where v1 , . . . , vr \in  \BbbR p are arbitrary nonzero vectors.
Jennrich's Algorithm
([20, 24]).
\sum 
Input: Tensor T \approx  rj=1 uj \otimes  uj \otimes  vj \in  \BbbR m\times m\times p .
Output: Matrix U = [\^
u1 , . . . , u
\^r ] \in  \BbbR m\times r .
\blacktriangleright  Choose random unit vectors a, b \in  \BbbR p , and form matrices A, B \in  \BbbR m\times m with
entries:
r
\sum 
\sum 
Tijk ak , A =
Aij =
\langle vj , a\rangle uj \otimes  uj ,
j=1

k

Bij =

\sum 

Tijk bk , B =

r
\sum 
\langle vj , b\rangle uj \otimes  uj .
j=1

k

\blacktriangleright  Let W be the matrix whose columns are the first r left singular vectors of A.
\blacktriangleright  Compute M = W \top  AW (W \top  BW ) - 1 .
\blacktriangleright  Output U = W P , where M = P DP  - 1 is the eigendecomposition of M .
Jennrich's algorithm requires only basic matrix operations and can therefore be implemented very efficiently even on large scale problems. It also enjoys the following robustness
guarantees. Using the notation of Jennrich's algorithm, it is easy to see that T (3) is indeed a
low-rank tensor of the form (4.3), with m = p = d, uj = vj = Rj - 1 \theta  (for j = 1, . . . , r), and
U = [\theta , R1 \theta , . . . , Rd - 1 \theta ]. We recall the following recovery guarantee of Jennrich's algorithm
when applied to a tensor T\~ that is close to a low-rank tensor.
Theorem 4.2 ([19, Theorem 5.2]). Let T be a tensor of the form (4.3) with all uj linearly
independent, and define \kappa (U ) = \sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} (U )/\sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (U ). Moreover, fix \varepsilon  > 0 and let T\~ satisfy
\| T\~  -  T \| F \leq  \varepsilon . Then Jennrich's algorithm applied to T\~ returns unit vectors u
\~j , j = 1, . . . , r,
such that there exist a permutation \pi  and scalars \beta j satisfying
(4.4)

max \| \~
uj  -  \beta j u\pi (j) \| \infty  \leq  \varepsilon  poly(m, \kappa )
j\in [r]

with high probability.
(3)
Let u
\~1 be the first vector output by Jennrich's algorithm applied to T\~n , and let
n

\beta \~1 = u
\~\top 
\mu  ,
1 1/\~

1 \sum  \top 
\mu 
\~ =
yi 1 ,
n

\theta \~ = u
\~1 /\beta \~1 .

i=1

In Appendix C, we show that an algorithm homoJen based on Jennrich's algorithm for
(3)
tensor decomposition applied to the T\~n enjoys the following theoretical guarantees.
Theorem 4.3. Fix \sigma  > .1 and \delta  \in  (0, 1), and assume .1 \leq  \| \theta \| 2 \leq  10. Then, for any \varepsilon  > 0,
(3)
Jennrich's algorithm applied to T\~n outputs \theta \~n such that \rho (\theta \~n , \theta ) \leq  \varepsilon  with probability at least
1  -  \delta  whenever
\Bigl( 
\Bigr) 
n \geq  \sigma  6 \varepsilon  - 2 poly d, 1/ min | \theta \^j | , 1/\delta 
j\in [d]

in time O(nd3 + d3 poly(log(1/\varepsilon ))).
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Note that the constants .1 and 10 are arbitrary and may be replaced by any other constants. The time complexity is dominated by the time necessary to construct the empirical
(3)
tensor T\~n , which requires only a single pass over the data. Since Jennrich's algorithm relies
on basic matrix operations, it requires only O(d3 poly(log(1/\varepsilon ))) additional computation time
(3)
once T\~n has been constructed.
In view of the lower bound appearing in Theorem 3.1, the sample complexity of the
modified Jennrich algorithm is optimal in terms of the SNR for all signals \theta  whose Fourier
transform satisfies | \theta \^j |  \geq  c > 0 for all j \in  [d]. On the other hand, Theorem 4.3 gives no
guarantee for nongeneric signals whose Fourier transform is allowed to approach 0. This
limitation is unavoidable: as mentioned above, no approach based on the bispectrum can
succeed for general signals. We refer the reader to [8] for more details.
Several other bispectrum-based algorithms have appeared in the literature; see [10] for a
recent empirical study. These may perform better in practice, but they largely do not come
with the theoretical guarantees of the algorithm proposed here, and they do not yield efficient
algorithms for the heterogeneous case discussed below.
5. Heterogeneity. In this section, we sketch an extension of the previous results to the
heterogeneous MRA problem. We recall this model here for completeness. In heterogeneous
MRA, we observe
(5.1)

yi = R\ell i \theta (Zi ) + \sigma \xi i ,

i = 1, . . . , n ,

where Z1 , . . . , Zn \in  \{ 1, . . . , K\}  are i.i.d. latent variables such that Pr(Zi = k) = \pi k , k \in  [K],
are independent of all other variables and \theta (k) \in  \BbbR d , k \in  [K], are unknown vectors. The other
variables are specified as in the homogeneous model (1.1). The goal here is to recover the
set of vectors \theta (k) \in  \BbbR d , k = 1, . . . , K, up to a cyclic shift and the probability mass function
\{ \pi k \} k\in [K] .
The method of invariants described above can be extended to handle the heterogeneous
model (5.1). In this case, our method proceeds by estimating the mixtures of signals from an
(5)
unbiased estimator T\~n for the 5-tensor
T

(5)

=

K \sum 
d
\sum 
\pi k \bigl( 
k=1 \ell =1

d

R\ell  \theta (k)

\bigr) \otimes 5

.

In our analysis of homogenous MRA, we noted that the moment tensors T (1) = T (1) (\theta ), T (2) =
T (2) (\theta ), T (3) = T (3) (\theta ) uniquely determine \theta , as long as \theta  is generic. The method of invariants
can also be applied to the heterogeneous case to show that the moment tensors T (1) , . . . , T (5)
determine the vectors \theta (1) , . . . , \theta (K) as long as the vectors satisfy a particular genericity condition. Our proof of this fact is algorithmic in the sense that we exhibit an efficient algorithm,
which can recover the vectors \theta (1) , . . . , \theta (K) as long as the collection is suitably generic. The
fact that the method of invariants can be extended to the heterogeneous case supports the idea
that it is a flexible, general approach to models of this kind. This algorithm achieves sample
complexity 1/SNR5 , whereas the optimal sample complexity for heterogeneous MRA is known
to be 1/SNR3 in several settings, including when \theta (1) , . . . , \theta (K) are drawn independently from
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\scrN  (0, I/d) [5, 38]. Our algorithm therefore does not achieve optimal sample complexity in general; however, it is the first efficient algorithm for the heterogeneous problem with provable
guarantees.
We now sketch the basic idea of our approach. Using manipulations similar to the ones
arising in the proof of Lemma 4.1, it is not hard to show that T (5) can be rewritten as
T (5) = \BbbE [yi\otimes 5 ]  -  10\sigma  2 sym(T (3) \otimes  Id )  -  15\sigma  4 sym(T1 \otimes  Id\otimes 2 ),
where T1 = \BbbE [yi ] and T (3) is defined in (2.1). Therefore, an unbiased estimator of T (5) is given
by
\biggr) 
\biggl(  \sum 
n
n
1 \sum  \otimes 5
1
\otimes 2
(5)
2
(3)
4
\~
\~
yi  -  10\sigma  sym(Tn \otimes  Id )  -  15\sigma  sym
yi \otimes  Id
,
Tn =
n
n
i=1

i=1

(3)
(5)
where T\~n is given in (4.1). Moreover, each entry of T\~n has variance of order \sigma  10 /n as long
as \sigma  is bounded below by a positive constant.
We propose a method that consists in applying Jennrich's algorithm to an appropriate
(5)
flattening of T\~n . We call it heteroJen. It hinges on the following observation: the 5-tensor
(5)
T
can be flattened into a 3-tensor of shape d2 \times  d2 \times  d that admits the following low-rank
decomposition:
K \sum 
d
\sum 
\pi k
(R\ell  \theta (k) )\otimes 2 \otimes  (R\ell  \theta (k) )\otimes 2 \otimes  (R\ell  \theta (k) ) .
d
k=1 \ell =1

(5)
The algorithm heteroJen then proceeds by plugging T\~n into the above flattening operation and then applying Jennrich's algorithm to the resulting 3-tensor of shape d2 \times  d2 \times  d.
Theorem 4.2 implies that this procedure outputs vectors u
\~i , 1 \leq  i \leq  dK, with the following
guarantees: there exist scalars \beta i and a bijection a \times  b : [dK] \rightarrow  [d] \times  [K] satisfying

\sigma  5
\| \~
ui  -  \beta i (Ra(i) \theta (b(i)) )\otimes 2 \| \infty  \leq  CK \surd  poly(d) ,
n
with high probability.
We compute v\~i as the leading eigenvector of the d \times  d matrix u
\~i . Letting V\~ (3) be the
d3 \times  dK matrix with columns v\~i\otimes 3 , we estimate \alpha 
\~ \in  \BbbR dK as the least-squares solution to
(3)
(3)
1/3
V\~ \alpha 
\~ = vec(T ). The vectors w
\~i := \alpha 
\~ v\~i (with entrywise exponentiation) now comprise
dK redundant estimates to the K original signals \theta k ; we remove this redundancy by clustering
these dK estimates according to the pseudometric \rho 2 (x, y) = min1\leq \ell \leq d \| x\otimes 2  - (R\ell  y)\otimes 2 \| 2 . (We
show in the proof of Theorem 5.1 below that this clustering can be accomplished by a simple
thresholding scheme.) Finally, the procedure heteroJen returns one vector from each cluster.
The heteroJen procedure enjoys the following theoretical guarantees that rely on the following condition number.
Let U = [vec((R1 \theta (1) )\otimes 2 ),. . .,vec((Rd \theta (K) )\otimes 2 )], and denote the condition number of U by
\kappa . It can be shown
that \kappa  is generically finite. Indeed, suppose we have some nonzero linear
\sum K \sum 
relation 0 = k=1 d\ell =1 ck,\ell  (R\ell  \theta (k) )(R\ell  \theta (k) )\top  . Taking the Fourier transform of this matrix
\sum K \widehat 
\widehat 
\^(k) \^(k)
and examining the a, b entry, we have 0 =
k=1 (ck )a - b \theta a \theta b . Some (ck )\alpha  is nonzero,
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yielding a nontrivial linear relation among the autocorrelation vectors vk , 1 \leq  k \leq  K, with
(k) (k)
vk,j = \theta \^j \theta \^ - \alpha  - j . These vectors satisfy the symmetry vk,j = vk, - \alpha  - j , but are generic on this
subspace, which has dimension at least \lceil d/2\rceil . Hence generically no such relation exists, and
the matrix U has a finite condition number.
Theorem 5.1. Fix \sigma  > .1, and let \delta  \in  (0, 1). Assume that .1 \leq  \| \theta (k) \| 2 \leq  10 for all
(5)
k \in  [K] and that K \leq  \lceil d/2\rceil . Then, for any \varepsilon  > 0, the heteroJen applied to Tn outputs
(1)
(K)
\{ \theta \~n , . . . , \theta \~n \}  such that
\sum 
min \rho (\theta \~n(j) , \theta (k) ) \leq  \varepsilon  ,
j

k

with probability at least 1  -  \delta  whenever
n \geq  CK \sigma  10 \varepsilon  - 2 poly(d, \kappa , 1/\delta )
in time O(nd5 + d6 poly(log(1/\varepsilon ))).
To the best of our knowledge, heteroJen is the first efficient method for heterogeneous
MRA at low SNR. As noted above, follow-up work has shown that similar method-of-moments
approaches based on tensor decomposition can efficiently achieve 1/SNR3 sample complexity
under the assumption that the components are drawn independently from \scrN  (0, I/d) [38].
6. Concluding remarks. In this paper, we characterize the sample complexity of MRA, a
first step towards a better statistical understanding of cryo-EM. In particular, we show that
any estimator requires at least 1/SNR3 samples at low SNR.
We also present an algorithm based on the method of invariants that provably solves
the MRA problem with optimal sample complexity at low SNR. We further show that the
approach can be adapted to heterogeneous problems, an extension of particular importance
in cryo-EM where different biological molecules or conformations are often imaged together.
Our approach is the first to yield theoretical guarantees on any procedure for heterogeneous
MRA and opens the door to a broader application of the method of invariants.
While this work constitutes a first step towards a statistical theory of three-dimensional
molecule reconstruction in cryo-EM, many questions remain open. Since an earlier version of
this manuscript was available, follow-up work has shown that our approach can be extended to
molecule reconstruction in cryo-EM [5] and to MRA with nonuniform shifts [1]. These works
establish that the method of invariants yields optimal sample complexity in a wide variety of
settings.
Appendix A. Proof of lower bound.
A.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1. In what follows, let cd and C be constants (with cd depending
\surd 
on d) whose value may change from line to line. Let \theta  \in  \BbbR d satisfy \| \theta \| 2 = 1 and | \theta \^k |  \gtrsim  1/ d
for all k \in  [d], where \theta \^ is the Fourier transform of \theta . Define \tau  by setting
\left\{ 
\tau \^k =

ei\delta  \theta \^1
e - i\delta  \theta \^ - 1
\theta \^k

if k = 1,
if k =  - 1,
otherwise,
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where \delta  = cd \varepsilon  for some constant cd\surd chosen so that | \^
\tau 1  -  \theta \^1 |  \geq  2\varepsilon  as long as \varepsilon  is sufficiently small.
Note that \tau  also satisfies | \^
\tau k |  \gtrsim  1/ d for all k \in  [d]. The inequality \rho (\theta , \tau  ) \geq  2\varepsilon  holds for all \varepsilon 
sufficiently small. To see this, note that if \delta  is sufficiently small, then | 1  -  ei2\pi k/d |  \geq  2| 1  -  ei\delta  | 
for all 1 \leq  k \leq  d  -  1. This implies that | \theta \^1  -  \tau \^1 |  = mink\in [d] | \theta \^1  -  ei2\pi k/d \tau \^1 | , and hence for any
\widehat  1 |  \geq  mink\in [d] | \theta \^1  -  ei2\pi k/d \tau \^1 |  \geq  | \theta \^1  -  \tau \^1 |  \geq  2\varepsilon .
shift R we have \| \theta   -  R\tau  \| 2 \geq  | \theta \^1  -  R\tau 
We now establish that no procedure can distinguish between MRA with signal \theta  and MRA
with signal \tau  on the basis of n samples if n \leq  C\sigma  6 \varepsilon  - 2 with probability greater than 3/4. To
prove this, we reproduce the following theorem [8, Theorem 9], whose proof we sketch for
completeness.
Theorem A.1. Assume \sigma  \geq  1. Let \theta  and \tau  be two mean-zero signals satisfying \rho (\theta , \tau  ) \leq  \varepsilon 
and T (r) (\theta ) = T (r) (\tau  ) for r < k. If P\theta  and P\tau  are the Gaussian mixtures corresponding
to MRA with signals \theta  and \tau  , respectively, then the Kullback--Leibler divergence D(P\theta  \|  P\tau  )
satisfies
D(P\theta  \|  P\tau  ) \leq  Ck \sigma   - 2k \varepsilon 2
for some constant Ck depending on k.
Proof (sketch). Let \phi (x) be the density of a d-dimensional Gaussian with covariance \sigma  2 Id ,
and let \phi \theta  and \phi \tau  be the densities of P\theta  and P\tau  , respectively. Let R be a uniformly distributed
random cyclic shift. The convexity of the exponential function implies
2

2

\phi \tau  (x) = \BbbE \phi (x  -  R\tau  ) \geq  \phi (x)e - \| \tau  \| 2 /2\sigma  .
The \chi 2 divergence \chi 2 (P\theta  \|  P\tau  ) between P\theta  and P\tau  then satisfies
\int 
(\phi \theta  (x)  -  \phi \tau  (x))2
2
dx
\chi  (P\theta  \|  P\tau  ) :=
\phi \tau  (x)
\biggr) 2
\int  \biggl( 
x\top  R\theta 
x\top  R\tau 
2 /2\sigma  2
\| \tau  \| 22 /2\sigma  2
 - \| \theta \| 22 /2\sigma  2
 - \| \phi \| 
2
2
2
\leq  e
e
\BbbE e \sigma   -  e
\BbbE e \sigma 
\phi (x)dx .
Expanding the square, collecting terms, and integrating with respect to x yields
2

2

\prime 

\top  R\theta /\sigma  2

\chi 2 (P\theta  \|  P\tau  ) \leq  e\| \tau  \| 2 /2\sigma  \BbbE [e(R \theta )

\prime 

\top  R\tau  /\sigma  2

 -  2e(R \theta )

\prime 

\top  R\theta /\sigma  2

+ e(R \theta )

],

where R\prime  is an independent copy of R. Expanding this quantity as a Taylor series and applying
Fubini's theorem to interchange summation and expectation yields
\sum  \| T (r) (\theta )  -  T (r) (\tau  )\| 2
2
2
HS
,
\chi 2 (P\theta  \|  P\tau  ) \leq  e\| \tau  \| 2 /2\sigma 
\sigma  2r r!
r\geq 1

where \|  \cdot 
small,

\| 2HS

represents the Hilbert--Schmidt norm. By [8, Lemma B.12], for \varepsilon  sufficiently
\| T (r) (\theta )  -  T (r) (\tau  )\| 2HS \leq  12 \cdot  2r \varepsilon 2 .

Combining this with the assumption that T (r) (\theta ) = T (r) (\tau  ) for r < k yields
\sum  12 \cdot  2r
2
2
\chi 2 (P\theta  \|  P\tau  ) \leq  e\| \tau  \| 2 /2\sigma  \varepsilon 2
= Ck \sigma   - 2k \varepsilon 2 .
\sigma  2r r!
r\geq k

Since D(P\theta  \|  P\tau  ) \leq  \chi 2 (P\theta  \|  P\tau  ) [35, Lemma 2.7], the claim follows.
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The two signals \theta  and \tau  we have constructed are easily shown to satisfy T (1) (\theta ) = T (1) (\tau  )
and T (2) (\theta ) = T (2) (\tau  ), since their means and power spectra (i.e., the moduli of their Fourier
transforms) agree.
By applying Theorem A.1 and Pinsker's inequality, we obtain
1
1
TV(P\theta \otimes n , P\tau \otimes n )2 \leq  D(P\theta \otimes n \|  P\tau \otimes n ) \leq  C\sigma   - 6 \varepsilon 2 n .
2
2
Therefore, if n \leq  C  - 1 \sigma  6 \varepsilon  - 2 , then [35, Theorem 2.2] implies that for any measurable function
\psi  : \BbbR d\times n \rightarrow  \{ \theta , \tau  \}  of the data y1 , . . . , yn , it holds that
P\theta n (\psi (y1 , . . . , yn ) = \tau  ) + P\tau n (\psi (y1 , . . . , yn ) = \theta ) \geq  1  -  TV(P\theta \otimes n , P\tau \otimes n ) \geq  1/2 .
In other words, any hypothesis test \psi  must incur type-I and type-II error of at least 1/2.
Via Le Cam's two-point testing argument [23], this fact implies that any estimator \theta \~ is bound
to incur error \varepsilon  with probability at least 1/4, as claimed.
Appendix B. Analysis of low-pass example in section 3.2. To show that \theta  can be
recovered with Od (1/SNR3 ) samples, it suffices to show that the phases of the Fourier coefficients of \theta  can be reconstructed uniquely from its bispectrum. Given a complex number
z, denote by arg(z) its phase. By applying a cyclic shift, we can assume without loss of
generality that arg(\theta \^2 ) \in  [0, 4\pi /d) and that arg(\theta \^3 ) \in  [0, \pi ). It is easy to check that the
\sum (d - 6)/4
identity 2 k=1
arg(\scrB (2, 2k)) + arg(\scrB ((d  -  2)/2, (d  -  2)/2)) = d2 arg(\theta \^2 ) holds modulo 2\pi ,
and the assumption that arg(\theta \^2 ) \in  [0, 4\pi /d) implies that the choice of arg(\theta \^2 ) is unique.
This implies that all even-indexed phases can be recovered. We also have the simple identity
arg(\theta \^6 ) + arg(\scrB (3, 3)) = 2 arg(\theta \^3 ) modulo 2\pi , and the assumption that arg(\theta \^3 ) \in  [0, \pi ) implies
that the choice is unique. Combined with the knowledge of arg(\theta \^2 ), this implies recoverability
of all odd-indexed phases.
To show that the low-pass signals require n \geq  C\sigma  8 samples, we simply note that the first
three moment tensors of the low-pass signals agree. Theorem A.1 therefore implies that the
Kullback--Leibler divergence between the relevant distributions is at most C\sigma   - 8 . The same
argument given in the proof of Theorem 3.1 establishes that any test attempting to distinguish
between the low-pass signals incurs type-I and type-II error of at least 1/2 unless n \geq  C\sigma  8 .
Appendix C. Proof of upper bounds.
C.1. Proof of Theorem 4.3. Write \kappa (\theta ) for 1/(minj\in [d] | \theta \^j | ). It can be shown that the
condition number \kappa (U ) of U satisfies \kappa (U ) \leq  maxj,k \{ | \theta \^j | /| \theta \^k | | \}  \leq  \kappa (\theta ). Theorem 4.2 implies
(3)
that Jennrich's algorithm applied to T\~n outputs u
\~1 satisfying
\| \~
u1  -  \beta 1 Rj \theta \| \infty  \leq 

\sigma  3 poly(d)
\surd 
,
n

c > 0,

with high probability for some j \in  [d] and some \beta j \in  \BbbR .
As we are only concerned with polynomial dependence and not detailed bounds, we write
\surd 
A \approx  B if we can bound | A  -  B|  \leq  \alpha  poly(d, \kappa (\theta ), \delta   - 1 ) + \sigma / n poly(d, \kappa (\theta ), \delta   - 1 ) as long as1
1

The precise bound of 1 here is arbitrary.
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\surd 
\alpha  \leq  1 and \sigma / n \leq  1; we apply this also to vectors in 2-norm or (equivalently) most other
common norms.
Theorem 4.2 guarantees us that u
\~ \approx  \beta i Ri \theta . Taking norms, we have 1 \approx  | \beta i | \| \theta \| 2 ; as \| \theta \| 2
is bounded above and below by constants, we have that\surd 
| \beta i |  \surd 
\approx  1/\| \theta \| 2 is also of constant order.
Note also that by Chebyshev we have that | \~
\mu   -  \mu |  \leq  \sigma  \delta / 2nd with probability 1  -  \delta /2, so
that \mu  \approx  \mu .
\~ From u
\~ \approx  \beta i Ri \theta  we also derive that
(C.1)

\langle \~
u, 1\rangle /d \approx  \beta i \mu  \approx  \beta i \mu .
\~
\surd 1 1\| 2
d

= d| \mu | , so that | \~
\mu |  \approx  | \mu |  \geq 
d\kappa (\theta )/\| \theta \| 2 ; we are thus justified in dividing (C.1) by \mu 
\~ to obtain \beta \~ \approx  \beta i , and \beta i /\beta \~ \approx  1. We
now bound the total estimation error as follows:
We know that \| \theta \| 2 \leq  \sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} (U ) and that \sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (U ) \leq  \| U \cdot 

\| \beta \~ - 1 u
\~  -  Ri \theta \| 2 \leq  \| \beta \~ - 1 u
\~  -  \beta i - 1 u\| 
\~ 2 + \| \beta i - 1 u
\~  -  Ri \theta \| 2
\leq  | \beta \~ - 1  -  \beta i - 1 |  + | \beta i |  - 1 \alpha 
\bigm| \biggr) 
\bigm| 
\biggl( 
\bigm| 
\bigm|  \beta 
 - 1
\bigm| 
\alpha  + \bigm|   -  1\bigm| \bigm|  \approx  0.
= | \beta i | 
\beta \~
Thus, in order to bound this estimation error to within \varepsilon , it suffices to require bounds of the
\surd 
form \sigma / n \leq  \varepsilon / poly(d, \kappa (\theta ), \delta   - 1 ) and \alpha  \leq  \varepsilon / poly(d, \kappa (\theta ), \delta   - 1 ). By Theorem 4.2, we achieve
(3)
this bound on \alpha  from Jennrich's algorithm as long as \| T\~n  -  T (3) \| F \leq  \varepsilon / poly(d, \kappa (\theta ), \delta   - 1 ).
This estimation error is achieved with probability 1  -  \delta /2 as long as n \geq  \sigma  6 poly(d, \kappa (\theta ), \delta   - 1 ),
\surd 
which also subsumes the explicit bound on \sigma / n. By a union bound over the two probabilistic
steps in this argument, the desired accuracy guarantee holds with probability 1  -  \delta .
C.2. Proof of Theorem 5.1. As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we write A \approx  B if we can
bound
\surd 
| A  -  B|  \leq  \alpha  poly(d, \kappa , \delta   - 1 ) + \sigma  3 / n poly(d, \kappa , \delta   - 1 )
\surd 
given that2 \alpha  \leq  1 and \sigma  3 / n \leq  1; we apply this also to vectors in 2-norm or (equivalently)
most other common norms.
From Theorem 4.2, we are guaranteed that u
\~i \approx  \beta i (Ra(i) \theta (b(i)) )\otimes 2 ; taking norms, we have
(b(i))
(b(i))
 - 1
1 \approx  | \beta i | \| \theta 
\| 2 , so that | \beta i |  \approx  \| \theta 
\|  is of constant order. Now by the Davis--Kahan
theorem, if v\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} (M ) denotes either choice of unit-length eigenvector of M corresponding to
the eigenvalue of largest magnitude, we have
v\~i := v\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} (\~
ui ) \approx  \varepsilon i Ra(i) \theta (b(i)) /\| \theta (b(i)) \| 2
for some sign \varepsilon i = \pm 1. Then we have V\~ (3) \approx  V (3) , where as above, V\~ (3) is the d3 \times  dK
matrix whose columns are v\~i\otimes 3 , and V (3) has columns \varepsilon i (Ra(i) \theta (b(i)) )\otimes 3 /\| \theta (b(i)) \| 32 . Estimating
(3)
(3)
T (3) by T\~n according to Lemma 4.1, we have T\~n \approx  T (3) by Chebyshev, with probability
1  -  \delta /2. Note then that V (3) \alpha  = vec(T (3) ), where \alpha i = \varepsilon i \| \theta (b(i)) \| 32 /dK. By the perturbation
theory of linear systems, we are now guaranteed that, letting \alpha 
\~ be the least-squares solution
(3)
(3)
\~
\~
to V \alpha 
\~ = vec(Tn ), we have \alpha 
\~ \approx  \alpha , as long as the system is well-conditioned, which we
defer to the following lemma.
2

The precise bound of 1 here is arbitrary.
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Lemma C.1. If \kappa (V (3) ) denotes the condition number of V (3) , then \kappa (V (3) ) \leq  \kappa  poly(d).
1/3

As \alpha i is of constant order, it follows that w
\~i := \alpha 
\~ i v\~i \approx  Ra(i) \theta (b(i)) , so that
1/3

\rho (\alpha 
\~ i v\~i , \theta (b(i)) ) \approx  0.
We are thus guaranteed dK good estimates to the original K signals. We next discuss how to
remove this redundancy by clustering.
Define the pseudometric on \BbbR d defined by \rho 2 (x, y) = min1\leq \ell \leq d \| x\otimes 2  -  (R\ell  y)\otimes 2 \| 2 . Note
that
\prime 

\prime 

\rho 2 (wi , wi\prime  ) \approx  \rho 2 (Ra(i) \theta (b(i)) , Ra(i\prime  ) \theta (b(i )) ) = \rho 2 (\theta (b(i)) , \theta (b(i )) ).
If b(i) = b(i\prime  ), so that the two estimates wi and wi\prime  should represent the same signal, we thus
have \rho (wi , wi\prime  ) \approx  0. If b(i) \not = b(i\prime  ), we have
\Bigr) 
\Bigl( 
\surd 
\prime 
\rho 2 (wi , wi\prime  ) \approx  \rho 2 \theta (b(i)) , \theta (b(i )) = min \| U (eb(i),0  -  eb(i\prime  ),\ell  )\| 2 \geq  2 \sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (U ) = 1/ poly(d, \kappa ),
\ell 

where eb,\ell  \in  \BbbR dK is the standard basis vector corresponding to signal b and rotation \ell . It
follows that, provided \alpha  and \sigma  6 /n are inverse-polynomially small in d, \kappa , \delta   - 1 , we exactly
recover the clusters of estimates w
\~i corresponding to the same signal \theta k , simply by comparing
on the metric \rho 2 and thresholding. Drawing one estimate w
\~i from each cluster, we obtain one
estimate of each signal.
To conclude, in order to bound this estimation error to within \varepsilon , it suffices to require
\surd 
bounds of the form \sigma  3 / n \leq  \varepsilon / poly(d, \kappa , \delta   - 1 ) and \alpha  \leq  \varepsilon / poly(d, \kappa , \delta   - 1 ). By Theorem 4.2,
we achieve this bound on \alpha  from Jennrich's algorithm as long as
\| T\~n(5)  -  T (5) \| F \leq  \varepsilon / poly(d, \kappa , \delta   - 1 ).
This estimation error is achieved with probability 1  -  \delta /2 as long as n \geq  \sigma  10 poly(d, \kappa , \delta   - 1 ),
\surd 
which also subsumes the explicit bound on \sigma  3 / n. By a union bound over the two probabilistic
steps in this argument, the desired accuracy guarantee holds with probability 1  -  \delta .
C.3. Proof of Lemma C.1. We apply the following transformations, which do not alter
the condition number: we transform the rows by the third tensor power of a DFT, we permute
the columns to sort by signal and rotation, and we negate columns according to the signs \varepsilon i .
\prime 
It thus suffices to control the condition number of the d3 \times  dK matrix V (3) whose columns
\^ j \theta \^k )\otimes 3 /\| \theta k \| 3 , where R
\^ i = diag(\{ \omega  ij \} j ) is the Fourier representation of a rotation action
are (R
2
2\mathrm{i}
\pi 
/d
(\omega  = e
), and \theta \^ is the Fourier transform of \theta . Meanwhile, let V2\prime  be the d2 \times  dK matrix
\^ j \theta \^k )\otimes 2 , the Fourier transform of U , so that \kappa (V \prime  ) = \kappa .
with columns (R
2
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Let v \in  \BbbR dK ; then we have
\| V

(3) \prime 

v\| 22

d \bigm\| 
\Bigl( 
\Bigr)  \bigm\| 2
\sum 
\bigm\|  \prime 
\bigm\| 
=
\} 
v \bigm\| 
\bigm\| V2 diag \{ \omega  j\ell  (\theta \^k )\ell  \| \theta k \|  - 3
jk
2

\geq 

\ell =1
d
\sum 

2

\bigm\| 
\Bigl( 
\Bigr) 
\bigm\| 
\sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (U )2 \bigm\| diag \{ \omega  j\ell  (\theta \^k )\ell  \| \theta k \|  - 3
\} 
jk
2

\ell =1

=

\sum 

\sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (U )2

\sum 

\bigm\| 2
\bigm\| 
v \bigm\| 
2

2
| (\theta \~k )\ell  | 2 \| \theta k \|  - 6
2 vjk

jk

\ell 

= \sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (U )2

\sum 

\| \theta k \|  - 4
2

\left( 
\sum 

 - 4

\geq  \sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (U ) 10

2
vjk

j

k
2

\right) 

\| v\| 22 ,

\prime 

so that \sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (V (3) ) \geq  \sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (U )10 - 2 . Observing the norms of columns, it is clear that \sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} (U )
\prime 
\prime 
and \sigma \mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} (V (3) ) are bounded above by poly(d), and so we conclude that \kappa (V (3) ) = \kappa (V (3) ) \leq 
\kappa  poly(d), as desired.
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